Strong correlations between baryon stopping in the projectile rapidity hernisphere and target excitation have been found in the light-ion-induced reactions at the BNL Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) (E814 group). Results in the framework of the relativistic molecular dynamics approach (RQMD) describe recent E814 data quite well. We discuss the R Q M D results together with proton and pion data from the E802 group near midrapidity. They have raised the question of whether partial transparency could be Seen in these AGS experirnents. The R Q M D results indicate strong transverse baryon flow in central Si+Au collisions after the projectile has been stopped in the target. The BNL Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) energy region A GeVl is thought to be very promising to achieve nuclear stopping and a high degree of thermalization [1,21 which are key variables for the formation of hot, dense matter far beyond the ground state. There are two main arguments for this belief. The initial rapidity gap of three units between projectile and target might be filled during the first interpenetration Stage of central collisions, because in high-energy proton collisions on heavy nuclei a projectile loses up to two units in rapidity [31. Secondly, a formation time of produced secondaries which is on the order of 1 fmlc means that most of the secondaries are born inside the heavy target in the BNL experiments. Global observables like transVerse energy production seemed to be compatible with the picture of nearly complete projectile stopping at AGS [41. However, recent E802 measurements of Protons and pions near midrapidity ( y = 1.7) [51 indicated surprisingly low particle yields in this momentum region, which can only be reconciled with energy-momentum conservation [6,71 if the Au target is rather transparent for a large fraction of the Si projectile.
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In the following we study the flow of energy-momentum and baryon number in the framework of the relativistic quanturn molecular dynamics (RQMD) approach [81, a microscopic model for the nucleus-nucleus dynamics in phase space. In earlier calculations we predicted strong stopping and density pileup 111 for the current light-ion-induced reactions at 14.5A GeV. Now we compare the RQMD results with recent measurements done by the E814 group at the AGS. The E814 experiment Covers parts of the target and projectile fragmentation regions i91 and therefore gives independent information about the final state-in addition to the E802 rnidrapidity data.
In the Lorentz-invariant microscopic phase-space approach of RQMD one follows the trajectories of all hadrons (including the produced particles). RQMD combines the classical propagation of the hadrons with stochastic scattering and decay of unstable hadrons. Pions and other mesons are not directly produced, but result from the decay of excited resonances and hadronic strings which are produced in inelastic collisions. The spacetime structure of the dynamics is completely fixed by the momentum space properties of the resonances and the strings. The formation time of newly produced secondaries is given by the finite lifetime of either a resonance or a string before breaking, which is related to the momenta of the fragments.
In Fig ber (more than 800) e~c e e d~t h e numbers estimated from simple Glauber-type approaches by a factor of 5.
In Fig. 2 we follow the procedure of the E814 group and show the neutron rapidity distribution in the projectile hemisphere ( y > 2) for events in the bin of maximum backward E,"" production corresponding to a Cross section of 40 mb. Unfortunately the experimental setup allows only for the detection of neutrons in a very restricted angular cone around the beam axis (6' < 0.8"). The most important result is that essentially no neutrons are left over near the original projectile rapidity-in the data as well as in the RQMD calculations. We find that the neutron peak around y=3.4 represents the spectator neutrons which did not suffer any collision (-0.03 per event). The agreement between experimental data and RQMD results over the whole rapidity range is quite good. In contrast to other calculations-with the HIJET cascade and the Landau fireball [91-the shape of the neutrons in the RQMD results and in the experimental detector are very similar. The neutron distribution in the rapidity range 2.5 < y < 3 which is sensitive to the transparency of the gold target and the "fireball" dynamics is strongly influenced by the angular cutoff. Only 3% of all neutrons in this rapidity region are inside the acceptance window as calculated by RQMD. For future use we note that the RQMD calculations give a total of 2.6 nucleons of Pb, because later on we will compare to E802 Si+Au measurements, but we expect that the differente between 0 20 these targets will be small.) The maximally produced transverse energy seen in the experiment can be repro-015 duced very nicely by RQMD. Most of the produced transverse energy in this backward window in pseudorapi-5 0 1 0 -dity (-0.5 < r1<0.8) is carried by target nucleons.
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Therefore the transverse energy in this phase-space region measures the degree of excitation of the target by in this rapidity region. If scaling from the acceptance window to the whole rapidity region is allowed we therefore expect at most 5 nucleons with rapidities between 2.5 and 3 from the upper limit of the experimental error bars.
In Fig. 3 we show the calculated proton and X + rapidity distributions for the reactions p+Be, p + A u (minimum bias), together with central Sii-Au reactions at a beam energy of 14.5A GeV. Minimum-bias p + B e interactions resemble more or less individual nucleonnucleon collisions because of the low mass of the target. The calculated proton distribution shows indeed that the projectile is not stopped in the target, but a second maximum near the original projectile rapidity persists in the calculations. A second maximum seems also to be present in the experimental data (E802) which are shown in the same figure. In the p + A u case, however, the second maximum in the proton rapidity distribution has disappeared. Instead we see a broad plateau, which is characteristic also for RQMD p + A calculations at 
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higher beam energies [I] and experimentally already confirmed at 24 and 100 GeV. Note that the pion number in the projectile hemisphere ( y > 2) is larger for p + Be than for p + A u . This demonstrates that even the fast pions undergo rescattering before leaving the heavy target.
If we look at the proton rapidity distributions we See that the RQMD calculations show an enhancement of projectile stopping in Si + Au compared to p +Au. There is no longer a plateau at forward rapidity. If we compare the E802 proton data for p +Au and Sii-Au one notices that they seem to be rather identical in the rapidity range under experimental consideration, arid they are much smaller for Si+Au than the corresponding RQMD results. The differente in the proton and-to a smaller extent-in the pion distributions between RQMD and E802 data represents energy and momentum which has to be carried by other particles or in other parts of the momentum space. The authors of 171 estimated that-at least-1 I of the 28 incident nucleons have to be in the rapidity interval 2.5 < y < 3.0 to account for all the incident momentum. However, as stated above, the E814 measurements do not favor such a large number of nucleons at these high rapidities but at most half of them if the extrapolation to higher transverse rnomenta is the same as in RQMD. We would like to mention that the problem of the "missing" energy-momentum could be resolved if the normalization of the E802 spectrometer data were too small. The independent charged-particle multiplicity measurement by the same experimental group points towards a systematically higher multiplicity (on the order of 20%) [IO] . A further confirmation of higher charged-particle pseudorapidity distributions than indicated by the spectrometer results has been obtained by E814 for the similar System S i + P b [Y] .
As a further possibility, the missing energy-momentum could be contained in the transverse degrees of freedom. In Fig. 4 we show a comparison of transverse mass spectra at y = 1 . 3 between RQMD and E802 data. The RQMD calculations were done with quasipotential interaction between the baryons included [8l. We used Skyrme-type potentials giving strong repulsion at high densities. The repulsion in an excited baryon resonance gas is not weil determined. in order to get good agreement with the proton slope of the E802 data the attrac- GeV. The rapidity range is 1.2 < y < 1.4. The histograms represent the RQMD results for p (solid line), n+ (dash-dotted line), and K + (dashed line). The symbols denote the E802 data: Open circles (P), solid circles (K'), and Squares ( K +). I n addition an exponential fit to the RQMD results is shown which clearly dernonstrates the different apparent "temperatures." quasipotentials. If confirmed by future measurements -eventually of even higher mass particles like deuterons -the analysis of the p, spectra might become a very useful "baryometer" in nucleus-nucleus collisions at AGS.
One might think of other possibilities than repulsive mean fields for an explanation of the large proton slopes, dense matter effects like, for instance, pion absorption and modified Cross sections. Pion absorption on nucleons increases their kinetic energies and influences therefore the transverse mass spectra. Pions can be absorbed in RQMD simulations, because we always use detailed balance for binary collisions. The most important channel for pion absorption in the resonance region is n + N -A, A + N -+ N + N. We improved the naive detailed balance model by taking into account that the A is unstable and has a smeared mass. We will show in a forthcoming publication that this effect leads to an order-of-magnitude differente in absorption of pions on nuclei at A resonance energy. However, this effect is strongly energy dependent: With the improved detailed balance pion absorption-including channels like AA+ NN-our finding is that only roughly 30 pions are absorbed in central Si+Au collisions (to be compared to about 190 final pions). Cutting off the pion absorption totally increases the total pion yield by only -15, because absorption converts the pion energy into kinetic energy which is subsequently available for particle production. Therefore the final pion yields and hadron spectra are only marginally affected by pion absorption. We also tested the influence of the angular distributions in the elementary collisions on the final spectra, because the total magnitude of the cross sections as well as the angular distributions might change considerably in dense matter. Despite making the angular distributions isotropic we were not able to reproduce the measured Proton slopes. The final hadron distributions were completely insensitive to this change, which indicates that the "thermal" part of the pressure is not sufficient to describe the total buildup of transverse momenta.
In conclusion, the recent AGS experiments with silicon projectiles have opened up the possibility to study highly compressed and excited nuclear matter. If the baryons are really stopped and if they experience collective flow at a beam energy around 15 GeV, heavy-ion collisions at such beam energies might be of utmost importance for an extraction of the nuclear equation of state. However, up to now the key mechanisms of the reaction dynamics are not really well determined. The question of the "missing" energy-momentum remains puzzling. We have to await future experiments at AGS in which independent setups have some overlap in acceptance.
